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1)

Section - A is Compulsory.

2)

Attempt any Four questions from Section

3)

Attempt any Two questions from Secti~n -c.

- B.

Section -A

..
Ql)

(10 x 2 = 20)
a) .

List the items
of which the total CQst
.
. per piece is made up of?

b)

How the size oflathe specified?

c)

What is the difference between boring anq reaming?

d)

Write different types of chips formed during metal cutting by a single

pointcuttin,gtool?

. e)

.

What is ~ifference between single poi~t and i:}.brasivemachining?

f)

What do you understand by machin~ility?

g)

Sketch a broaching tool?

h)

What is t~e role of velocity relations in metal cutting?

i)

St;:tte the condition under which use 'of negative rake angle are
recommended? .

j)

List factors on which the performance of grinding wheel depends?
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Section
-B
(4 x 5 =20)
Q2) With neat sketch explain the American system (ASA). of specifying single
point cutting tool?
.

-

Q3) A workpiece of250mm"diameter and 500 mm length is to be turned down to
-

235mmdiameterforthe entirelength.Thesuggestedfeedis 1mm/ revolution'
and cutting speed is 135m / min. The maximum allowable depth of cut is
. 5 mm. Calculate the spindle r.p.m and MRR?
,"

Q4) Calculate the machining time required,for machining a surface 600 mm x 800
mm on a shaping machine. Assume cutting speed as 8 m / min. The return to
cutting time ratio is 1:4 and feed is 2 nun / double stroke. The clearance at
each end is 70 mm?
Q5) A component having length 120mm and diameter 10mm from a raw material
of 120 mm length and 1,2mm diameter, using a cutting speed of32 m / min
and a feed rate of 0.8 mm I rev. How many times we have to resharpen or
. regrind if 800 workpiecesare to be produced. In the Taylor's expression, use
constant asn = 1.25 and C = 175?

.

Q6) Give the broad Classification of fluids and explain them briefly?
.

Section..; C
(2 x 10 = 20)-

Q7) For a turning operation, derive relations for optimum cutting speed and
optimum tool life for minimum cost?
Q8) - List the ass,-\mptions of Lee and Shaffers's theory and -explain the angle
relationship and cptting force ~erived thereafter?
,

-

Q9) With neat sketch explain the working principle and construction of a lathe
dynamometer?
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